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Getting the books Thoth Architect Of The Universe Megalithic Architects Book 1 now is not type of challenging means. You could not deserted
going gone books buildup or library or borrowing from your connections to gain access to them. This is an utterly simple means to specifically get
guide by on-line. This online statement Thoth Architect Of The Universe Megalithic Architects Book 1 can be one of the options to accompany
you past having new time.

It will not waste your time. assume me, the e-book will very way of being you additional thing to read. Just invest little time to entry this on-line
notice Thoth Architect Of The Universe Megalithic Architects Book 1 as with ease as review them wherever you are now.

The Mayan Code Edfu Books Ltd
The Essenes, the Kahunas of Hawaii, Pan and the nature kingdom, the
angelic kingdom, the Vedas and Upanishads, the Kabbalah, the Yoga sutras
of Patanjali, the Egyptian mysteries, and The Keys of Enoch: These profound
spiritual teachings, unknown to so many on our planet, are a valuable
resource to anyone wishing to move further along the path to enlightenment
and ascension. This book contains a wealth of information on esoteric
teachings, from the ancient mystery schools to the recently founded religions.
More than a mere retelling of well-known facts, the story begins with what
may be the most elusive knowledge of our time —that of the extraterrestrial
presence on Earth.
Thoth, Architect of the Universe Simon and Schuster
Bestselling author Barbara Hand Clow shows how the Mayan
Calendar is a bridge to galactic wisdom that fosters personal growth
and human evolution • Unearths the meaning behind the calendar, its
message for modern civilization, and what will happen when the
calendar ends • Reveals how time acceleration is a manifestation of
the acceleration of consciousness • By the author of The Pleiadian
Agenda The Mayan Code is a deep exploration of how, as we
approach the end of the Mayan Calendar, time and consciousness
are accelerating, giving us a new understanding of the universe.
Using Carl Johan Calleman’s research, as well as the ideas of other
Mayan Calendar scholars, Barbara Hand Clow examines 16.4 billion
years of evolution to decode the creative patterns of Earth--the World
Mind. These great patterns culminate in 2011, and then during 2012
major astrological influences will inspire us to attain oneness and
enlightenment. The Mayan Code shows how the time cycles of the
Calendar match important periods in the evolutionary data banks of
Earth and the Milky Way Galaxy. These stages of evolution are
converging during the final stage of the Calendar, the period between
1999 and 2011. War and territoriality, resource management and
separation from nature, are all part of daily events we must process
during these few short years: evidence of the tightening spiral of time
that we experience as time speeding up. Barbara Hand Clow
counsels that our own personal healing is the most important factor as
we prepare to make this critical leap in human evolution--now referred
to as the awakening of the World Mind.
Hidden Mysteries Edfu Books
From beneath the windswept sands of ancient
Mesopotarnia comes the documented legacy of the
creation chamber of the heavenly Anunnaki. Here is the
story of the clinical cloning of Adam and Eve, which
predates Bible scripture by more than 2,000 years. From
cuneiform texts, cylinder seals, and suppressed archives,
best-selling historian and distinguished genealogist
Laurence Gardner tells the ultimate story of the
alchemical bloodline of the Holy Grail, including: -Hidden
secrets of the Tables of Testimony -Anti-gravitational
science of the pyramid pharaohs -A history of God and
the lords of eternity -Disclosures of the Phoenix and the

Philosophers' Stone -The superconductive powers of
monatomic gold -A genetic key to the evolutionary Missing
Link -Active longevity and the Star Fire magic of Eden
Descendant Adventures Unlimited Press
New revised and expanded 2015 edition. **
Megalithic Maps ** What was the purpose of all
the megalithic architecture that was created
all around the world during the Stone-Age? Ralf
has developed a theory that each of these
structures represents a map of the world, a map
that may have been designed to pinpoint the
location of the mythical Hall of Records. There
is no difficulty in seeing these maps, at
Stonehenge and Giza, one just needs a little
lateral thinking. In fact, a six-year old is
more likely to spot them than an adult. Ralph
also demonstrates how important the metrology
of Giza was to the ancients. In fact we still
use these units today, for the Great Pyramid
measures 1760 cubits around the base and the
Imperial Mile measures 1760 yards. Thus America
in particular is still using Egyptian
metrology. Followed by 'K2, Quest of the Gods'
v5.4
Shards of Illumination McFarland
People believe in a great many things; and yet most of us know
almost nothing about why other people believe what they do, or
indeed about how it feels to believe it. This book presents an
objective method for understanding and comparing belief systems -
irrespective of whether the investigator happens to agree with them.
Genesis of the Grail Kings Atlantis Rising LLC
Presenting the ancient Holy Grail lineage from Asia and how the Knights
Templar were initiated into it, this book reveals how ancient Asian wisdom
became the foundation for the Holy Grail legend.
Guardians of the Holy Grail Simon and Schuster
Academic disinformation appears to be reaching a peak. Was it always this
way, and only now with increased connectivity can we see their
duplicity?Or are we living in a new era of deception? The new age is not
the Anthropocene, it is actually the Deceptocene. Thus we see: Clerics
only telling their flocks half of the gospel story. Medics refusing to
investigate alternative therapeutics. Climate scientists amending and
cherry-picking data. The media not investigating alternate facts and data.
Academics jumping on bandwagons for grant funding. Politicians using
cherry-picked data to their advantage. Are these academic deceptions the
result of intentional deceit or sheer incompetence? To be sure there are
any number of incompetent scientists, historians and clerics, but I get the
impression that much of this is due to deliberate falsification and fraud.
The world is awash with duplicity and deceit, and it is time to break
through the deception. V1.2 Colour.
The Cosmic Web Springer
A large-format compilation of various patents, papers, descriptions and
diagrams concerning free-energy devices and systems. The Free-Energy Device
Handbook is a visual tool for experimenters and researchers into magnetic
motors and other over-unity devices. With chapters on the Adams Motor, the
Hans Coler Generator, cold fusion, superconductors, N machines, space-energy
generators, Nikola Tesla, T. Townsend Brown, and the latest in free-energy
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devices. Packed with photos, technical diagrams, patents and fascinating
information, this book belongs on every science shelf. With energy and profit
being a major political reason for fighting various wars, free-energy devices, if
ever allowed to be mass distributed to consumers, could change the world! Get
your copy now before the Department of Energy bans this book!
The Arcana of Freemasonry Jazzybee Verlag
What was the purpose of all the megalithic architecture that was
created all around the world during the Stone-Age? Ralf has
developed a theory that each of these structures represents a map of
the world, a map that may have been designed to pinpoint the
location of the mythical Hall of Records. There is no difficulty in
seeing these maps, at Stonehenge and Giza, one just needs a little
lateral thinking. In fact, a six-year old is more likely to spot them
than an adult. Ralph also demonstrates how important the metrology
of Giza was to the ancients. In fact we still use these units today, for
the Great Pyramid measures 1760 cubits around the base and the
Imperial Mile measures 1760 yards. Thus America in particular is still
using Egyptian metrology. The Megalithic Map series Latest version
v5.4 Stonehenge, Avebury, Silbury, Henge, Great Pyramid, Giza,
Meidum, Pyramid, Precession.
The Middle of the Earth Adventures Unlimited Press
This is the edition including all three books. The so-called Hermetic
writings have been known to Christian writers for many centuries.
The early church Fathers (Justin Martyr, Tertullian, Clement of
Alexandria) quote them in defense of Christianity. Stobaeus
collected fragments of them. The Humanists knew and valued them.
They were studied in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, and in
modern times have again been diligently examined by many
scholars. G. R. S. Mead has issued a translation of the whole body of
extant literature, with extended prolegomena, commentary, etc.
There is a wide difference of opinion as to the date at which this
literature was produced. Mead believes that some of the extant
portions of it are at least as early as the earliest Christian writings,
while von Christ assigns them to the third Christian century, and
thinks that they show the influence of neo-Platonism. To affirm that
they influenced New Testament usage would be hazardous, but they
perhaps throw some light on the direction in which thought was
moving in New Testament times.
The Giza Death Star Deployed John Hunt Publishing
Everyone in the world is familiar with the Great Pyramid in Egypt,
but only a few realize it was ordained by the hand of God. The
prophet Isaiah tells us it's an altar and a witness for the one true God.
Josephus, the Jewish historian, says it was built by the children of
Seth before the great flood. Egyptian legend calls it the "Pillar of
Enoch" after the Patriarch who walked with God. Early Jewish
writings, Egyptian hieroglyphs, and ancient historians provide clues
to the secrets within the Great Pyramid. But first you must ask
yourself, what is Truth? Are you willing to set aside your
preconceptions to understand the Truth? The Middle of the Earth:
Genesis in Egypt reveals astonishing truths that can transform our
world and beckon all who read it to the call of Christ. Western
civilization has pushed God out of the picture and filled us with false
ideas. Author Allen Austin urges you to reject the false absurdities
and embrace our true history. It lies in the middle of the earth.
Thoth, Architect of the Universe Edfu Books
In This Issue: ISSUE 92 HIGHLIGHTS MARTIAL ARTS & THE
LAWS OF PHYSICS: Does Science Have a Leg to Stand On?
BRACING FOR A CARRINGTON EVENT Frank Joseph: The
Foresight of the Mayans Versus Modern Research THE
ANIMATED STATUES OF EGYPT Tony Bushby: Did Ancient
Priests Cross the Threshold of the Impossible? FROM FEROCIOUS
TO FRIEND FIDO Stephen E. Robbins: The Very Hard Business of
Making the Wild Domestic MACHINES TO TALK WITH THE

DEAD John Chambers: Thomas A. Edison, W. B. Yeats, and
Instrumental Transcommunication
Atlantis Rising Magazine Issue 27 – The OSIRIS Connection download
PDF Light Technology Publishing
2005 Coalition of Visionary Resources (COVR) 1st Runner Up in Non-
Fiction category! In ancient times, priests, poets, and astrologers studied
the movements of the planets to understand the cycles of life. Mars,
Venus, Neptune - the planets themselves are named after gods and
goddesses of civilizations past. MythAstrology is a guide to understanding
the expression of planetary energies through the signs of the zodiac.
Explore the many myths that you may be living, their lessons, and their
rewards and difficulties by discovering your own astrological mythology.
All you need is a copy of your astrological birth chart and this book to
form a complete astromythological profile of yourself and your friends
and family. Deepen your understanding of ancient myth, modern
astrology, and your own psyche.
Towards a Science of Belief Systems Adventures Unlimited Press
This first book on the sacred geometry of these two ancient and mystical
sites, the Great Pyramid and Stonehenge, is a fascinating study of the
geometry and inner mathematics encompassed by and encoded in these
structures. Gaunt concludes that the numbers encoded into these ancient
structures are modern man's tangible link with antiquity, and that
together, Stonehenge and the Great Pyramid may be a window through
which the secrets of the universe and the origins of creation can be
glimpsed.
Mystery in Acambaro Atlantis Rising magazine
In this 88-page download: LETTERS EARLY RAYS HILLY ROSE THE DAILY
GRAIL The Internet’s Best Alternative Science Site Now in Print THE
AEGEAN ATLANTIS DECEPTION Was Plato’s Grand Tale About a Tiny
Greek Isle? THE HENGE OF THE WORLD How Much Did Avebury’s
Builders Know about Geography? GRAVITY: RECONSIDERED Is It Time to
Rewrite Einstein’s Theory? THE BIOSENSITIVE FACTOR Can Special
Human Senses Warn Us of Disaster? THE SEARCH FOR TESLA’S LOST
PAPERS Did the Great Inventor Take His Secrets to the Grave? UFOs OF THE
THIRD REICH Was Hitler’s Last Refuge, the South Pole? NATURE’S
BODY SOFTWARE How Important Is the Understanding of Our Chakras?
THE OSIRIS CONNECTION What Does Christianity Have to Do with
Ancient Egypt? MIND OVER MATTER Human Emotion and Physics POET
OF THE SUPERNATURAL W.B. Yeats and Spirit Communications?
ASTROLOGY BOOKS RECORDINGS
Thoth, Architect of the Universe AuthorHouse
Presents a new interpretation of how religion evolved in ancient Egypt, linking
the teachings of Akhenaten and his connection to the Exodus to the "real"
Moses and Judaism and to the Rosicrucians.
The Empires of Atlantis Simon and Schuster
In this download PDF: LETTERS EARLY RAYS HILLY ROSE
ADVANCED ALTERNATIVES SPACE ENERGY GETS PREVIEW
Canadian Conference Hears from Zero Point Experts VISIONS OF THE
SHAMAN A Conversation with Credo Mutwa EXCUSE ME, YOUR
LIFE IS WAITING Author Lynn Grabhorn Offers New Tools for Putting
Your Feelings to Work for You THE BLOODSTREAM WARS Warnings
from Dr. Leonard Horowitz? UNCOVERING LEMURIA Cayce and
Churchward in Light of New Discoveries? THE MARS MYSTERY Could
the Fate of the Red Planet Be Earth’s? NEW STUDIES/OLD SPHINX
Robert Schoch on New Support for His Thesis THE AGE OF THE
PYRAMIDS Author Ralph Ellis Finds Evidence in Surprising Places for
Some Very Old Buildings “GIZA THE (HALF) TRUTH” John
Anthony West Challenges a New Book THE CURIOUS HISTORY OF
ADELE HUGO Victor Hugo’s Daughter and the Spirits ASTROLOGY
BOOKS RECORDINGS
Mythastrology CreateSpace
Completing our conscious evolution by releasing our collective fear
of catastrophes � Explains how we are on the cusp of an era of
incredible creative growth � Shows how we are about to overcome
the collective fear caused by ancient catastrophes as we awaken to the
memories of our lost prehistory � Examines legendary cataclysms
and scientific evidence of a highly advanced global culture that
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disappeared 11,500 years ago In this completely revised and expanded
edition of Catastrophobia, bestselling author Barbara Hand Clow
explains how we are on the cusp of an age of incredible creative
growth made possible by restoring our lost prehistory. Examining
legendary cataclysms--such as the fall of Atlantis and the biblical
Flood--and the mounting geological and archaeological evidence
that many of these mythic catastrophes were actual events, she reveals
the existence of a highly advanced global maritime culture that
disappeared amid great earth changes and rising seas 14,000 to 11,500
years ago, nearly causing our species’ extinction and leaving
humanity’s collective psyche deeply scarred. Tracing humanity’s
reemergence after these prehistoric catastrophes, Clow explains how
these events in the deep past influence our consciousness today.
Guided by Carl Johan Calleman’s analysis of the Mayan Calendar,
she reveals that as the Earth’s 26,000-year precessional cycle shifts,
our evolution is accelerating to prepare us for a new age of harmony
and peace. She explains how we are beginning a collective healing as
ancient memories of prehistory awaken in our minds and release our
unprocessed fear. Passed from generation to generation, this fear has
been responsible for our constant expectations of apocalypse. She
shows that by remembering and moving beyond the trauma of our
long lost past, we bring the era of cataclysms to an end and cross the
threshold into a time of extraordinary creative activity.
How to Survive 2012 Edfu Books
This book develops new science of gravity and light based on the
century-old Le Sage theory of an ether that was replaced by Einsteins
Theory of Relativity. After presenting astrophysical data
contradicting the theory that the universe is expanding from a Big
Bang, experiments believed to prove Relativity are shown to actually
prove the ether theory instead. Freedom from the speed limit of light
enables a science of subatomic particles traveling faster than light to
produce gravity, electric and magnetic fields, light, and radio waves.
Major technical innovations include solving the two fundamental
problems with the Le Sage gravity theory and extending this theory
to electromagnetism and consciousness. This is a theory of
everything that explains the heretofore-unknown causes of the forces
of nature. This book builds on the works of Zecharia Sitchin and
other authors to explain how life developed on Earth and that
evolution requires direction from intelligence that dwells in the
subatomic particles on which this theory of gravity and light is based.
Our biblical God is shown to be a composite of Sitchins
extraterrestrial gods who colonized Earth and the intelligence that
dwells alongside our own mind in the particles from which the
universe is constructed and powered.
The Conspiracy Rhetoric of Mankind Simon and Schuster
A detailed look into ancient advanced technology, science, and medicine--some
of which has yet to be reproduced today � Explores countless examples of
ancient high tech, including robotics, artificial intelligence, aircraft, solar-
powered cannons, high-speed drills, illuminated underground temples, massive
refrigerators, and subterranean cities � Examines evidence of advanced
medicine in ancient times � Includes examples from ancient Egypt, China,
Greece, Babylon, Siberia, the Americas, and India The first self-igniting match
was invented in 1805 by Jean Chancel, a French chemist. Yet, in Babylon, 3,600
years before, identical sulfur matches were in common use. On the
Panchavarnaswamy Temple in India, built millennia ago, there is a detailed
carving of a man on a bicycle, yet the bicycle wasn’t invented in the modern
world until 1817. These inventions are only two examples of technology lost in
the Dark Ages. Exploring the sophisticated tech achieved by ancient civilizations
hundreds and thousands of years ago, Frank Joseph examines evidence of
robotics and other forms of artificial intelligence; manned flight, such as hot-air
balloons and gliders; and military science, including flamethrowers, biological
warfare, poison gas, and solar-powered cannons. He reveals how ancient
construction engineers excavated subterranean cities, turned stone walls into
glass, lifted 100-ton blocks of granite, illuminated underground temples and
pyramids, and stored their food in massive refrigerators. Examples explored in

the book include the first known alarm clock, invented by Plato in 4th-century-
BC Greece; 600-year-old Aztec whistles that reproduce animal sounds and
human voices with uncanny accuracy; Stone Age jewelry from Siberia worked by
a high-speed drill; sex robots in ancient Troy, Greece, and China; ancient
Egyptian aircraft; and India’s iron pillar exposed to sixteen hundred years of
monsoons but still standing rust-free. The author also explores evidence of
advanced medicine in ancient times, particularly in Egypt and China, from brain
surgery, optometry, and prosthetics to dentistry, magnet therapy, and cancer
cures. By examining the achievements of our ancient ancestors, we can not only
reverse-engineer their inventions but also learn from their civilizations’
mistakes, enabling us to avoid more dark ages. Imagine how scientifically
advanced humanity would be if our early achievements had escaped destruction
and been allowed to develop?
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